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We have just landed the new SWE20B excavators. 
These awesome machines replace the SWE17B with a ton of 
upgrades that make them class leading, including a new, 
larger Yanmar 18HP engine that delivers quiet power and the 
huge 22.7kN bucket breakout force for digging. The Pilot 

durability while the carrier rollers minimise de-tracking and 
increase track life. This model can dig deeper and dump 
higher! Drop into our yard to check them out, or give us a call 
for an onsite demo.

New SWE20B Model 

Yanmar 18HP Engine

SEE THE

Smooth Controls

Power & Durability

Auto Shift 

DEAL

https://endraulic.co.nz/
https://endraulic.co.nz/2019/04/11/swe20b-unbeatable-value/
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Thank you

WHO
WON
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WHO
WON
THE
 BEER?BEER?

Congratulations to Corey Slade 
from Hawera who won the 12 
dozen Corona and thanks to 
everyone who entered the 
competition. 

Like us on Facebook for your 
chance to Win the Beer!

https://endraulic.co.nz/earth-moving-equipment-nz/
https://endraulic.co.nz/2016/03/15/who-won-the-beer-2/
https://www.facebook.com/Endraulic-Equipment-1641163206180581/
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But after interacting with Endraulic for over 5 
years he realised the same people were still 
working in the business and happy to discuss 
options with him, so when he came to upgrade 
he gave them a call. “Once again they were easy 
to deal with, they worked out �gures for trad-
ing my machine and I told them it looked 
pretty good, but I wouldn’t do it before       
Christmas or without demonstrating their 
machine, and to give me a call in the new year” 
said Brendan. “ Sure enough, they followed up 
in the new year and arranged to bring their      
Mustang Track Loader over for me to 

demonstrate, and they left it with me to make 
sure I was de�nitely happy with it.”  Brendan 
was very happy with how the Mustang 1750RT 
operated “even though the model I purchased 
was slightly smaller than my old machine it had 
lots more breakout force and actually performs 
the work faster”. Brendan also liked the �xed 
undercarriage “it has made levelling sites easier 
and faster too, plus less moving parts means 
less wear and tear”. So if you are looking to 
upgrade your skid steer or track loader give the 
team at Endraulic a call and �nd out for yourself 
how good they are to deal with.

Brendan from All Terrain Bobcats has been operating skid steer loaders for 15 
years, so it’s understandable he was a bit hesitant to change brands despite 
some issues with his current brand.

IN WITH THE 
OUT WITH THE OLD,

NEW!IN WITH THE 
OUT WITH THE OLD,

NEW!

“Even though the model I purchased was slightly

 smaller than my old machine, it had lots more  

breakout force and actually performs the work faster”.

Brendan O’Connell \ All Terrain Bobcats

https://endraulic.co.nz/customer-testimonial-brendan-oconnell/
https://endraulic.co.nz/testimonials/
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t 1600 lbs (727 kg)

  

ASV RC100
Weight 4600kg 
Hours on Clock 1940 
Price $34,000+GST

Mustang 1650R
Weight 2780kg 
Hours on Clock 2845
Price $34,000+GST

Bobcat T630
Weight 3880kg 
Hours on Clock 3200
Price $43,390+GST

JCB 8014
Weight 1590kg 
Hours on Clock 1080
Price $20,000+GST

 
OVER  THE  TYRE TRACKS FOR SKID STEERS
27 link $4,900+GST/set  $4,345+GST/set
Fits Wheelbases 875mm-950mm
 
28 link $5,050+GST/set  $4,485+GST/set
Fits Wheelbases 875mm-950mm
 
29 link $5,250+GST/set  $4,690+GST/set
Fits Wheelbases 875mm-950mmDE
AL

*Quote code “winter” to get these right royal deals

230x48x68 tracks $399+GST $369+GST
Fits SWE18A    SWE17    TB216    TB016    TB215R 
230x48x70 tracks $399+GST $369+GST
Fits SWE18U    301.8 C   TB219    U17    KX018    ZX17    PC15 
320x86x49 tracks $1,994+GST $1,880+GST
Fits 1650RT    T190     T550     T590 
400x86x49 tracks $2,297+GST $2,150+GST
Fits 1650RT    T190    T550     T590

HIGHEST QUALITY 
OEM SPEC RUBBER

https://endraulic.co.nz/contact/
www.trademe.co.nz/Browse/Listing.aspx?id=1934905117
www.trademe.co.nz/Browse/Listing.aspx?id=2028717085
https://www.trademe.co.nz/Browse/Listing.aspx?id=1932037593
https://www.trademe.co.nz/Browse/Listing.aspx?id=2035608404
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